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Enriching Spaces is an active member and professional partner in the Cincinnati 2030 District.
We have met our 2030 goals for reduced energy through efficient heating/cooling and extensive LED retrofits. 

We reduced water usage significantly by shutting down the property irrigation system after removing all of the                                    
grass lawn on our 2.5 acre site. 

Replacing lawn with mulch, stone and pine straw reduced significant CO2 emissions per year.  
  No longer were gas mowers and blowers used on the site.   
Eliminating the use of lawn fertilizers also reduced the release of CO2, nitrous oxide and methane into the air.  
Planting a quantity of eastern white pines provides carbon reduction, year round beauty, and wildlife habitat.

 Reducing transportation related emissions is challenging with our suburban location and no mass transit.
Providing employees with one WFH day per week reduces these emissions by 20%. 
 We are planning future EV chargers to be installed to encourage EV usage.

As a WELL Platinum Certified Building, we have exceed the Cincinnati 2030 Occupant Health initiatives.

Our vendor partner MillerKnoll goals for 2030
•Reduce Carbon Footprint: Reduce the carbon footprint from its products and operations by 50% and aim 

to reduce the carbon footprint of its suppliers.
•Design Out Waste: Stop using single-use plastics and substantially reduce all types of waste.
•Source Better Materials: Use 50% or more recycled content and purchase materials that are responsibly                                  

and sustainably produced.
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Enriching Spaces is an active member in Green Umbrella, a network of people, 
organizations, and governments in the Greater Cincinnati Region committed to 
taking decisive actions in the face of climate change. Green Umbrella programs 
help our communities become more climate resilient and equitable by: 
 decreasing emissions that contribute to climate change,
 increasing carbon storage in the environment, 
 increasing access to climate action opportunities to marginalized communities, 
 and protecting public health from the impacts of climate change.

Programs include: 
 Great Outdoor Weekend
 Tri-State Trails
 greenspace ALLIANCE
 Cincinnati 2030 District
 The Common Orchard Project
 Annual Midwest Regional Sustainability Summit
 Greater Cincinnati Regional Food Policy Council
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